
The Psyborg Extreme, the PC  for serious work 
 
You ask a lot of your PC. Graphics design, scientific calculations, multimedia 
content creation and math analysis all push the PC to its limits.  Not to mention 

trying to get things done faster so you can actually go home at 
night.  The Psyborg Extreme is designed from the ground up to 
meet the demanding needs of these ever more sophisticated 
tasks.  Designed around the ground breaking ATI X800 video 
card and with a beefy 2 gig of RAM running in dual channel 
mode, the Psyborg Extreme can handle even the most graphics, 
multimedia and math intensive tasks with ease.  What would all 
this be without sound?  So, of course, the Psyborg Extreme 

comes with Logitech’s Z 5500 5.1 Digital Surround Sound 
Speakers, so you can feel your content all around you.  With built in gigabit 
Ethernet and 802.11g wireless, hooking into the nearest LAN is a breeze.  And 
the case not only looks cool, it is designed to keep the inside cool as well.  
Because extreme computing is hot, literally. It’s fast, it’s powerful, and it’s 
designed with uncompromising quality by the same folks who build the 
Psychlone Cluster Supercomputers.  The Psyborg Extreme, because 
performance matters. 
 
The Psyborg Extreme can be found at 
http://www.psychsoftpc.com/psyborg_extreme.htm 
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Psyches Genie Media PC 
The Ultimate Digital Signage Media PC 

Meet Zephy, the digital signage media genie. Zephy makes 
her home in the ultimate digital signage media PC, Psyches 
Genie Media PC, from Psychsoft.  Psyches Genie Media PC 
is a PC based digital signage media control center utilizing 
high quality components with easy to understand commands 
that will make all of your digital signage media elements work 
together with hassle-free ease.  For example Psyches Genie 
Media PC can pause, rewind and record live TV utilizing 
cable, satellite or high definition antenna inputs and overlay 
crawl text or flash over live input for timely communication 
with your audience.  The software that manages your media 
elements is easily upgradeable to handle new advances in 
media technology as it becomes available, eliminating the cost 
of new computer hardware.  It is certainly a far cry from a pile 
of remotes that aren’t around when you need them. 
 
Some of the features of this advanced digital media system are: 

 
Record TV to Hard Drive  
Record TV to DVD  
Record 3 TV inputs simultaneously  
Record HDTV  
Inputs are Cable Ready  
Pause, rewind, record live TV  
Output to TV or Plasma Display  
Output in High Definition 
Output multiple sources on one screen  
Overlay text, crawl, flash, etc on live input  
Play flash, mpeg, avi, mp3, html, text, jpg, gif, live feed in multiple partitions on one screen  
Accept real time updates to crawl, overlay, flash  
Connect to other devices with 802 11g wireless (play mp3, mpeg, jpg from other pc or server)  
Play PC games on plasma display  
Designed for continuous use for up to 6 hours in event of power failure with optional UPS for 
emergency communication in public places  
Downloadable channel guide  
Utilizes top of the line video graphics cards and high-end components  
 

Future enhancements may include smart house capability (control of lights, ac, heat, coffee maker, microwave, 
etc. possibly through internet connection). 
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The Psychlone Cluster line of Supercomputers 

The Psychlone Cluster line of High Performance Computing Clusters is designed around the 
best components to offer value in price/performance in a rack mount cluster solution.  Each 
node is configured with an Intel Extreme Processor, 2 Gig of High Performance RAM running in 
Dual Channel Mode, 550 Watt Power Supply, and plenty of fans to keep it cool, although we 
think supercomputers are pretty cool to begin with. 

The Psychlone Cluster line of computers for Node Based Parallel Processing High Performance 
Computing (HPC) applications is available starting with 5 nodes and scaling from there.  
Running at 3.2 ghz per node connected with gigabit Ethernet, and scaling to hundreds of 
nodes, the Psychlone Cluster makes HPC affordable.  Designed for computing intensive 
applications such as weather modeling, chemical modeling, genetic research, graphics 
rendering and large digit mathematical problem solving, the Psychlone Cluster is suited for 
Universities, Pharmaceutical Companies, Weather Stations, Research Facilities and Animation 
Producers, among others. 

It’s fast. It’s powerful. It’s affordable. It’s designed with uncompromising quality. So, whether 
you’re trying to figure out what that next storm in the Gulf is going to do, how that drug will 
interact with others on the market, or you just want to design the next AI like HAL or Rommie, 
the Psychlone Cluster is for you.  Go ahead. You know you want one. 
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